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tribal country almost single-handed under most trying
ditions;1 Major H, W. Young, who later served under Law-
rence in western Arabia;2 Bertram Thomas, later to distinguish
himself as an explorer;3 H. St. John B. Phiilby, whose knowledge
of Arabia and of Arabs is now probably unequalled;4 and later.
Major A. H. Ditchburn, much of whose work in the Muntafiq
has endured to this day.5
The energies and talents of these men, as well as of others,
instead of being utilized in organizing Arab co-operation as a
means of winning the war as in western Arabia, were diverted
to checking tribal quarrels, to preventing food and supplies
reaching the Turks, to collecting revenue and laying the
foundations of administration. Such activities, although no
mean accomplishments in themselves and no small contributions
to the eventual establishment of the Kingdom of'Iraq, were in
no way fully indicative of the capacity of the British officers nor
of what might have been accomplished had the authorities
ordered otherwise.
For whatever reasons deemed sufficient at the time, the
failure of the military authorities to make full military use of the
1 For excellent summaries of his character and career, see Hogarth, Geog
Jour., Vol. lvi (1920), pp. 325-6; also Near East, August 26th, 1920, and J. C.
Asian Soc , Vol. vm (1921), pp. 70 ff. A highly coloured picture of Col.
Leachman's career has been given by G. N. N Bray, in Shifting Sands (1934),
a book that is both inaccurate and unhistoncal. His thesis, maintained also in
his more recent biography of Leachman (1936), and by Main, E., op cit., that
Leachman actually contributed more to the success of Great Britain's Arab
policy than any other individual is hardly tenable. Although a man of great
gifts and a superb keeper of tribal peace, his work was less creative in character
and less permanent in value than that accomplished in western Arabia. The
thesis also confuses the Arab policy of H.M. Government and that pursued
by the Anglo-Indian authorities m 'Iraq.
z Now Governor of Northern Rhodesia. He played a prominent part in the
creation of the Kingdom of 'Iraq, and was Great Britain's first Minister to 'Iraq
after the cessation of the Mandate. See his Independent Arab.
8 See his Arabia Felix: Across the Empty Quarter of Arabia (1932). Also,
Alarms and Excursions in Arabia for a vivid and well-balanced account of his
experiences in Mesopotamia and Muscat.
4 See his Heart of Arabia (1922); Arabia of the Wahhabis (1928) and The
Empty Quarter (1933).
6 Administrative Inspector, 'Iraq, from 1922 until his recent appointment as
Land Settlement Officer, 'Iraq.
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